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must be evaluated on a larger similar corpus, such as a
structured dictionary.
In this article, we propose an improved version of the
structured and progressive electronic dictionary for the Arabic
language SPEDAL [29] the iSPEDAL. This improved
dictionary is also a relational database [18], [19], [22] which
contains the roots, the affixes, the patterns, and the words with
their links.
In the next section, we present the state of the art; Section
3 presents the architecture of the system with their
components and the results. Section 4 describes the
conclusion and the future work.

Abstract—In this article, we propose an improved structured
and progressive electronic dictionary for the Arabic
language (iSPEDAL) which can be presented in the form of a
relational database or in the form of an XML document
which can be easily exploitable using suitable query
languages. Indeed, many Arabic dictionaries are found but
are not structured and not directly exploitable since they are
in flat textual files form. iSPEDAL doesn’t contain any
duplicated data (roots, prefixes, suffixes, the infixes, the
patterns and the derived words). Moreover, for a given
word, it provides links to its root, to their associated affixes,
and to its patterns. iSPEDAL is supplied automatically from
one or several traditional textual dictionaries and is enriched
permanently with any Arabic textual corpus using system
that we built. This system is composed of a Parser, a
Selector, a Classifier, an Extractor, a Comparator, an
Analyzer, and a Validator. The Parser allows the
transformation of a textual source (dictionary or textual
corpus) into a set of words. The Selector determines if a
word is new or already exists in iSPEDAL. The Classifier
allows to classify a given word and to add it to iSPEDAL as a
root or as a derived word. The Extractor uses the Arabic
extraction method to deduce the root of all words arriving to
this component without their root or any indication about
their root. The Comparator permits to avoid duplication of
roots, affixes or patterns in iSPEDAL. The Analyzer allows
the extraction of the affixes and the pattern from a derived
word and of its root. The Validator can validate the
information (word, root, patterns, and affixes) before adding
to iSPEDAL database. This dictionary can be used to
evaluate the information extraction methods from an Arabic
document, given that; the vocabulary of the Arabic language
is essentially built from the roots.
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II. STATE OF THE ART
The actual available dictionaries are not directly
exploitable and not structured. First, they are not exploitable
because they are in flat textual files form [26]. Second, the
structure of a conventional dictionary is different from the
needed structure where the key is the root and the derived
words are attached to this key. Yet, the key in a conventional
dictionary is also the root, but is attached to this root, its
mean, the derived words and their means. In that case, these
added means are not attached to this key, but to another one,
and by this, they induce a noises data. For these reasons, we
previously proposed the structured and progressive electronic
dictionary for Arabic language SPEDAL [29]. This dictionary
is presented in the form of an easily exploitable relational
database using an appropriate query language. It contains the
roots, the prefixes, the suffixes, the infixes, and the patterns,
as well as information provided by a standard dictionary [2].
In addition, for a given word, it provides links with its root,
associated affixes, and its pattern.
After the implementation and evaluation of the SPEDAL
dictionary [29], we observe that the data in the dictionary
need cleaning and filtration, to avoid the noise, the conflict,
and the duplication. The noise in the data is due to the
entrance of some wrong words to the SPEDAL database,
where these words do not exist in the Arabic vocabulary, and
to create incorrect relations between some words and roots,
that deduced affixes and patterns not existing in the Arabic
grammar. The conflict appears when we observe some words
that are entry to SPEDAL as root, but in reality it is not root, it
is a word derived from another root, and vice versa. The
duplication demonstrates when we try to find a word in the
SPEDAL, in some case, we detect that it is existed more than
one in the database, in each one, it has a different root, affixes,
and patterns To resolve these problems in the previous
dictionary, we propose this improved system that enriches and
updates this dictionary [29], and divide the database into two
parts, the first one contains the cleaned and confirmed data,
and the other one contains the pending data. To achieve this
goal, we ameliorate the architecture of the old system by
modifying certain components and by adding new
components as Selector, Extractor, and Validator. The
Selector determines if a word is new or already existed in

Information

I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of information retrieval systems in
Arabic still very problematic for several reasons [1], [3], [6].
One of the main reasons is that the Arabic language
vocabulary is basically constructed from the roots. Indeed, the
Arabic language has about seven thousands separate roots. An
Arabic word is derived from its root by adding prefix, infix, or
suffix based on one pattern [2], [3], [8]. The information
extraction methods from the Arabic document proceed in a
reverse order by extracting the root from the word. In this
regard, several methods have been proposed [1], [4], [6], [8],
[11], [14], [15], [17], [21], [23], [24]. These methods are
either based on the morphological characteristics of the
Arabic language or on statistical approaches. To evaluate
these methods, we developed an evaluation system and we
built a structured corpus limited to twenty roots and two
thousand words [25]. In this structured corpus, each word is
associated to its root. To validate these results, these methods
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iSPEDAL, it tests if a word already exists in the database,
before the analysis. The Extractor takes all words which not
having a root, and determines the root of these words, it uses
the Arabic extraction method to deduce the root of these
words. The Validator can validate the information (word, root,
patterns, and affixes), based on the standard Arabic resources
(set of Arabic patterns, prefixes, infixes, and suffixes) [25],
[28]. If this information is valid, the Validator adds it to
iSPEDAL database. that If this information is not valid, (does
not exist in the Arabic grammar), the Validator considers the
related word as pending and needs special review to validate
this information and inserts the word into the pending part in
iSPEDAL database.

multiple textual classic dictionaries and Arabic text. This
system is composed of several modules that are the Parser, the
Selector, the Classifier, the Extractor, the Comparator, the
Analyzer, and the Validator. The Parser allows converting a
source text (text corpus or dictionary) of a set of words. The
Selector determines if a word is new or already exists in
iSPEDAL. The Classifier can classify a given word, and
present it as a root or as a derivative word. The Extractor uses
the Arabic extraction method to deduce the root of all words
arriving to this component without their root. The Comparator
allows avoiding duplication at all levels in iSPEDAL. The
Analyzer can extract the affixes and the pattern from a
derived word and its root. The Validator can validate the
information (word, root, patterns, and affixes) before adding
to iSPEDAL.

III. ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our new system for
supporting and enriching iSPEDAL automatically from
Dictionary 0

Set of words

Parser

Others dictionaries

Yes

No

Not from dictionary 0?

Selector

Arabic corpus

Set of new words
Yes

No

From dictionaries?

Classifier

Set of isolated words

Extractor

Set of words and theirs roots

Set of words and theirs roots
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Pattern and Affixes

Set of new words and theirs roots

Analyzer

Validator
Yes

No

Valid?

iSPEDAL

Figure 1. General architecture of iSPEDAL.

A.

The Parser
Source Text
Set of words

Determine the delimiter that separates words
Clean

Separate words
All noise words

Figure 2. The Parser.

The Parser is the entry point of our system. The objective
of this component is to transform a text document into a set of
words. It well proceeds on dictionary in flat text form or any
corpus text. Parsing a source text is done in several stages.
The first is to determine the delimiters between words that can
be spaces, symbols or other according to the input source. The
second step is to provide a first set of words from the
document source. The last step in this module is used to clean
the obtained words. To do this, several steps are needed. The
first is to eliminate the non-characters, numbers and symbols
from each word, the second is used to remove the stop words,
the last is used to extract the short words ( إ, ,...) to be
added to iSPEDAL. So, the output of the Parser is a set of
words which may be the roots or the derived words.

The output of Parser is passed into conditional phase to
decide if the Parser inputs are from initial dictionary
(dictionary 0), from other dictionary, or from any Arabic
corpus. If the Parser inputs are from dictionary 0, the Parser
output presents an input to the Selector, otherwise its presents
an input to Classifier.
B.

The Selector

Our target does not duplicate the data in the iSPEDAL
dictionary, for that, we need to test any inputs if they are
already existing in our database, before to analyze and insert
it. The Selector plays this role, it takes the set of word out
from the Parser, in condition that the data arrived from the
source, other than the dictionary 0 (other dictionaries or
Arabic corpus). The Selector decides if the word exists in
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iSPEDAL or not, by access into database of the iSPEDAL. If
the word exists, the Selector ignores it, to make a set of new
word not existing in the iSPEDAL. The set of new output
words from the Selector phase passes into conditional phase,

to determine if the arriving inputs from the dictionaries or
from Arabic corpus, In the case of a dictionary, this set passes
directly to the Classifier, in other case, they passes to
Extractor.

Set of words
iSPEDAL

Select this word
Yes

No

Word exists in iSPEDAL?

Take this word as new
Set of new words
Yes

No

End of set of word?

Figure 3. The Selector.

C.

The Classifier
Recover root separators

Set of words

Yes

No

Contain the root separators?

Take the word as root
Select the root words and derivatives
Validate the word with its root
Yes

No

Valid?

Take the word with their root

Take the word as isolated

Set of words and theirs roots
Yes

End of set of word?

No

Figure 4. The Classifier

two roots  أآand ب
are derived from the root أآ. To
validate if all the words between two root are derived from the
first must compare the characters of the word with the
characters of the probable root, because in Arabic language
the word deriving from a root, must contain all the root
characters. In this case, the word ل, which is not validated
by comparison with the root أآ, is considered in iSPEDAL as
isolated word.

The inputs of this component can be provided either by
the Parser (if the data source is dictionairy0) or by the
Selector (if the data source is other dictionaries). The
objective of this component is to classify a word, and decide
if it is a root or not. Three classes are possible: roots, words
derived from a root, and isolated word. Therefore, if it is root,
it adds to the set of word, where the word and the root are the
same. Otherwise, it determines their root, and added to the set
of derived words and establishes the link with this root. If it
does not have a root, it is isolated, and in this case no link was
established with the roots.
The key issue to be addressed in this component is: how
to determine if a word is a root? To answer this question,
several cases are possible (Figure 4).
In the case of a dictionary, the roots are supported by
special separators and the words, which are located after the
root and before the next root, are derived from the first. But,
must validate a word with the proposal root, because we can
in the dictionary, some words existing after a root and not
derived from it. This type of words are not considered in
iSPEDAL. For example, in the case of Arabic dictionary Al
Lesan [26], [27], each root is preceded by the symbol "@"
and followed by the symbol ":" (Figure 4), the words that are
after the root and before the next root its derived from the
first. In this example, all words that are located between the

D.

The Extractor

The role of this component is very important, because it
takes as input all words, not having a root, and it determines
the root of these words, these words are arrived from Arabic
corpus, the corpus is a journal, articles… that gives a set of
word without an indication of the roots for these words, or
these words are arrived from dictionary but the Classifier
cannot determine the root for each word.
The origin of the Extractor is an Arabic root extraction
method root of an Arabic word [24]. To use a method must
choose a method has a high level of performance. Based on
previous evaluation study of Arabic root extraction methods
[25], we found that the method named "Stemming Arabic
without a root dictionary”, have high performance in
extraction of the Arabic root.
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The method "Stemming Arabic without a root dictionary”,
is based on the elimination of several sets of diacritics and
Set of words

affixes and the application of several patterns that have
already defined [8].
Apply a method of extracting the Arabic root

Take a word
Set of words and theirs roots

Yes

Stemming
Arabic without
a root

Take the word with their root
No

End of set of word?

Figure 5. The Extractor.

The Comparators
The Comparator allows avoiding duplication in iSPEDAL
at the words, roots, prefixes, infixes, suffixes, and patterns.
This feature is only applied in the process of enrichment, to
really enrich our dictionary and not add duplicates at all
levels. Thus, the role of the Comparator is to filter the words
before adding them to iSPEDAL. The Comparator receives as
input a set of word pair (word, root) provided by the Classifier
E.

or by the Extractor, for each couple it will check if the word
exists in iSPEDAL, when yes, it checks if the word exist
under the same root, and also checks the existing of the root in
iSPEDAL, if the word not exist in iSPEDAL, the Comparator
will takes this word and their root as new couple [2], [3]. This
new couple went to the Analyzer to extract the affixes and the
pattern.

Set of words and theirs roots
Select this word and it root

Take a word and their root
Yes
Yes

Under the same root
exists in iSPEDAL?

iSPEDAL

No

Word exists in iSPEDAL?
No

Yes

Take this word and root as new
No

The root exists in
iSPEDAL?

Insert this root as
Take this word and root as new
Set of new words and theirs roots
Yes

No

End of set of word and roots?

Figure 6. The Comparator.

suffixes. In later letters, which are located between the first
and last letter of the root, if they exist in the derived word and
do not form part of the root are the infixes. The next step is to
deduce the pattern in the derived word; the pattern is inferred
by the positions of the root letters in the derived word. The
first step permit to remove the suffixes, the second permit to
remove the prefixes if they do not belong to the set { , م, إ,س
}ت, the third step is to transform the letters after the prefixes
{ ت, م, إ, }سif they exist in the root of the order which
permutes the first letter with""ف, the second with " "عand the
third with ""ل. The infixes are reproduced as they are.

The Analyzer
In general, an Arabic word is derived from its root by
adding affixes (prefix, infix, or suffix) based on specific
pattern. The Analyzer takes as input a couple (derived word,
Root) and produces as output prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and
the pattern according to the derived word. To do this, we
begin by identifying the positions of the root letters in the
derived word. The next step is to determine the letters that are
in the derived word and not part of the root. Thus, the letters
that precede the first letter of the root, if they exist, in the
derived word are the prefixes. Similarly, the letters following
the last letter of the root, if they exist, in the derived word are

F.

Set of words and theirs roots
Take a word and their root

Separate the letters of the root and determine their positions in the word

Analyser les lettres du mot et leurs positions
Select the letters
added to the top
Prefixes
Yes

Select the letters
added to the end

Select the letters
added to the interior

Suffixes

Infixes

End of set of word and roots?

Figure 7. The Analyzer.
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Deduce the pattern

Pattern
No

the specific root. But if the pattern is correct, the Validator
must also view the others elements (prefixes, infixes, and
suffixes) in the same methodology. If the Validator attacks an
affix that does not exist in Arabic grammar, it also considers
the related word pending, and inserts the word into the
pending part in iSPEDAL database. If the Validator knows
that all the Analyzer outputs (patterns, prefixes, infixes, and
suffixes) are valid, i.e. exist in the Arabic grammar, it inserts
the related word and its root into the iSPEDAL database, with
flag (mark) confirms that this data is correct.

The Validator
The Validator presents a filter to avoid the noise in the
iSPEDAL database, based on the standard Arabic resources
(set of Arabic patterns, prefixes, infixes, and suffixes) [25],
[28], that used in Arabic grammar. The Validator takes the
Analyzer output (patterns, prefixes, infixes, and suffixes), and
begin to test if these elements exit in the Arabic resources. It
starts with the patterns, if the Analyzer gives a pattern that
does not exist in the Arabic grammar; the Validator considers
the related word pending and needs special review to validate
G.

Pattern, prefixes, infixes,
suffixes
Take the pattern
Yes

No

Pattern

Select the pattern
Take the prefix
Select the prefix

Yes

No

Prefix exit?

Take the suffix
Arabic
Resource

Select the suffix
No

Yes

Suffix exit?

Take the infix
Select the infix

Yes

Insert into iSPEDAL

Yes

Infix exit?

iSPEDAL

No

Insert into iSPEDAL (pending)

No

End of (patterns, prefixes…)?

Figure 8. The Validator.

H.

the Validator can validate the information (word, root,
patterns, and affixes) before adding to iSPEDAL.

The Results

The main result of this work is an improved structured
and progressive electronic dictionary for Arabic language
(iSPEDAL). iSPEDAL mainly contains roots, prefixes,
suffixes, infixes, patterns, and derived words. In addition, for
a given word, it provides links to its roots, with associated
affixes, and with its possible pattern.
A second result is a system which allows feed iSPEDAL
automatically from one or more textual dictionaries and is
continuously enriched it from any Arabic corpus. The
components of this system are: a Parser, a Selector, a
Classifier, an Extractor, a Comparator, an Analyzer, and a
Validator. The Parser allows converting a source text (text
corpus or dictionary) of a set of words. The Selector
determines if a word is new or already exists in iSPEDAL.
The Classifier can classify a given word, and present it as a
root or as a derived word. The Extractor uses the Arabic
extraction method to deduce the root of all words that are
arrived to this component without their root or any indication
about their root. The Comparator avoids duplication at all
levels in iSPEDAL. The Analyzer can extract the affixes and
the pattern from a derived word according to their root. And

IV. CONCLUSION AND PRESPECTIVE
In this article, we have presented an improved version of
the structured and progressive electronic dictionary for the
Arabic language (iSPEDAL) [31]. This new dictionary may
be presented in the form of a relational database or an XML
document easily exploitable using the appropriate query
languages. This new dictionary doesn’t contain any duplicated
data, where these data are roots, patterns, prefixes, suffixes,
and the infixes, in addition the information provided by a
classical dictionary. In addition, it provides links between a
given word with its root, associated affixes, and its possible
pattern [2], [3], [6].
Our new version of automatic system can supply and
enrich iSPEDAL, with clean and useful Arabic data, from one
or more dictionaries and classical Arabic corpus, to achieve a
structured dictionary contain all the Arabic words used in the
world, with theirs correct elements (root, pattern, and affixes).
This dictionary can be used to evaluate the methods for
extracting the information from an Arabic document [25].
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Then, this dictionary will help to improve the existing
methods of extracting the information from Arabic document.
The originality of our dictionary is that it is scalable, also
contributing to the Arabic language evolution.
The next step is to establish to iSPEDAL a semantic
dimension by adding semantic relations between the words.
To create the semantic relationships between the words we
need to exploit the characteristics of the conventional
dictionaries. In general, a classical dictionary provides words
with their synonyms. These synonyms may be words or roots.
So we use the Classifier and the Analyzer to determine the
semantic relations at the words and roots. Consequently, to
determine the semantic relationships between two words we
should go through their roots.
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